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Overview of RE model

A set of the starting points and velocities for fast electrons is initialized 
either at random locations with a specified energy, or at specified 
locations and energies as listed in an input file (used for restart)

Electron orbit integration is performed every time step, tracking 
position and parallel velocity

Electrons are accelerated by the electric field, slowed by collisions with 
thermal electrons, sychrotron and brehmsstralung radiation

Orbit includes ExB, grad-B, and curvature drift

Electrons are trace—no effect on the NIMROD fields

Position and parallel velocity are written every n time steps, where n is 
specified in kprad_input.f



Some Coding Points

At the moment the MPI stuff is somewhat simplified compared to what 
Eric handed off to me—there is exactly one electron per processor and 
the end point of the integration each time step is saved locally on that 
processor. Data is passed to node 0 only writing output. Eric's application 
did not have to save the end point of the integration for the next time step. 
I can generalize this to n electrons per processor, but I don't think I want 
to pass all the data back to node zero and store it there each time. 

Calling map_type_init and map_type_deallocate every time resulted in a 
memory leak and a crash after ~100 time steps. Calling map_type_init
only once worked as long as I was running in “post-processing mode”, but 
in normal mode, I do need to update rb_cel arrays every step →
map_type_update routine is map_type_init without allocations and 
equilibrium arrays. 



Equations



Importance of curvature drift at large γ

At γ=20, electron drift displacement is ~ few cm. Displacements > perturbation width 
can average, appearing well confined, as “red” electron



Electron orbits during C-Mod thermal quench 
(as post-processing tool)



Confinement differs with drift terms



Runaway Electrons: The Motion Picture
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DIII-D simulation with accelerated thermal 
quench and applied RMP fields

At t=0 neutral Ar is deposited everywhere with a ratio of Ar atoms / Deuterium ions = 25% 
(similar quantity to recent DIII-D pellet experiments).  



Applied RMP fields are n=3, additional MHD 
during current decay

Applied n=3 fields provide very large  
initial perturbation for much larger 
n=3 mode driven by unstable 
current profile, other n>0 modes



Fast electrons are lost as flux surfaces are 
destroyed

Over 200 
electrons are 
launched at t=0, 
with random 
starting points

Many electrons 
escape when 
large n=3 + 
other modes 
breaks up the 
flux surfaces

Flux surfaces re- heal, but 
remaining 
electrons are 
largely in the core

Even near end of 
CQ, beam of well 
confined electrons 
persists in core
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visible light on UCSD fast camera

In experiments runaway electrons observed 
during current quench at plasma center 

• Apparent on both fast camera and magnetics

• Roughly circular cross section

Magnetic reconstruction 
during RE current plateau



Conclusions and Future Work

The runaway electron orbit model is in working order and contains 
probably all important physics for RE confinement studies

(get_runaways.f resides in the kprad directory and is only called in 
nimrod_kprad, but does not have to be used with kprad)

Orbit following model has been used in post-processing mode for 
existing C-Mod simulation, and in real-time mode for ongoing DIII-D 
simulations

The DIII-D case is meant to closely match DIII-D Ar pellet/RMP 
experiments (neglecting pellet travel time and ablation), and hopefully 
validation will be possible

ITER wants to know if RMPs will help deconfine runaways, and what 
amplitude is needed—preparing proposal for ITER IO solicitation (using 
NIMROD results in conjunction with CQL3D).



RMP boundary conditions in NIMDEVEL

• Turned on by t_RMP>0
• Ramps any normal magnetic fields at the 

boundary linearly on a time scale set by t_RMP 
to an amplitude equal to 104 times their initial 
value

• RMP_dirichlet_b does B fields
• E fields are purely poloidal consistent with 

Faraday’s law, not divergence-free
• e_tangential_RMP does E fields
• Fields held constant after t> t_RMP
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